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Bubbles mobile dog grooming

Click here to add it to our waitlist! re-open information and policy Certified pro groomer, and one of three groomers featured in Animal Planet Dog 101 Extreme Grooming, episodes of Chin in Japan in Season 4. Combined Staff has 7 years of veterinary experience. Only by Suffolk News Herald Reservation in Virginia is my name for Suffolk, VA and some surrounding areas is
Catherine DeConcini and I am a proud owner and professionally certified groomer of Bubbles Mobile Pet Grooming. My husband David DeConcini and I opened a mobile salon more than 15 years ago. Having our own business has been a lifelong dream. The eternal love of animals along with having schnauzers in our lives for over 30 years has attracted us to start our own
business. We both believe that dogs are a family and should be treated as such. David has since retired, but still works with me when grooming larger breeds of dogs. Over the years, having one-on-one interactions with dogs as a groomer has taught us the best way to patiently handle all types of dogs. A typical week consists of young puppies, elderly puppies, puppies that are
easily upset and scared, sometimes temperamental or simply stubborn puppies. I am also aware of the signs of puppies that have had bad grooming experiences in the past and because of this, the process is more scary. Me and my boy Smokey Penny our rescue schnauzer my philosophy is to be patient and slow when needed to keep stress levels down for them. I want to
make their grooming experience fun and enjoyable. I always block 2 hours for each grooming session, knowing that there may be multiple reasons that could slow down the process. I take time out with rather stressful dogs, use slow and quiet dryers and don't rush them through the groom to get to the next appointment. It always makes me feel good when I finish grooming and
can see that my client has a happy swinging tail and is a fresh, clean puppy! Check with you first. If we haven't discussed it yet, we strongly believe it's the dog owner's place to make this decision. If I come across something like a bad mat that I didn't discuss before the grooming session, I'll also give you a quick call to stop and make sure you're okay with a slightly shorter haircut if
you want. David &amp; Me in Barkball - Human Rescue Alliance You can always feel 100% guaranteed knowing I'm always looking for the bestof your hairy companions. I believe every groom deserves a fresh and clean environment, and for that, I sterilize my tools and tubs before each grooming session. You can rest assured knowing that your puppy is in a safe, clean and
healthy environment. As the owner of Bubbles Mobile Pet Grooming, I assure you that I will always provide a stress-free, healthy environment with one-on-one attention for your beloved puppies. As a fully trained groomer, I always strive to earn your trust and provide you with the best possible service. There is no travel time between our Schnauzer puppy grooming salon. I come
to you and your dog is a short walk from your front door. Your dog will have a one-on-one interaction with me from the moment I arrive until I'm done. This will help you build bonds and trust between your dog and me as the only groomer. Your dog can look out and see the familiar environment as he or she is groomed. Your dog does not need to listen to other dogs barking due to
the stress of waiting in the cage. Your dog is not unattended waiting in the cage or being dried in the cage where the other dog was in. My mobile van will always be a calming and relaxing atmosphere that will help you make your dog grooming session as relaxing and stress-free as possible. Certain requests for your dog will not be lost so that they can be in the dog shuffle in the
salon. I disinfect all the grooming tools between the grooms and make sure my van and tub are clean for each grooming session. Car rides and waiting times do not mean that your dog will be groomed in 1 1/2-2 hours. Hello! My name is Sarah and I am the owner of Bubbles Mobile Dog Groomer. I have been working and volunteering in the dog industry for about 14 years. I am a
qualified animal technician, dog trainer and dog groomer. Dogs are my passion and I believe this passion shows through my work that I treat all dogs as my own. I've set to start Bubbles Mobile Dog Groomer so that people in Frankston, the Mornington Peninsula and surrounding suburbs can professionally groom their dogs and provide an affordable, reliable and convenient way
for the love of working purely with dogs. I pride my time using the highest quality dog shampoos and conditioners and only use products that are safe enough to bathe the dog every day and above all they leave the coat in optimal condition. Mobile Dog Groomer Dog Bathing Dog Clipping Nail Trimming Dog Grooming / If you need grooming your pet posted on July 8, 2020, call
Stephanie at 1-818-626-4979. She continues to provide services during this pandemic for my customers. Three years ago, I recommend. I love carly sue makeover. I don't know if the owner wants to post her name, but she did a great job. She's also affordable.- always C3 years ago Bonnie came to groom my cockerLily. She needed it because she was a smelly dog after that rain.
Bonnie went through on the same day. Bonnie did a great job! I checked bonnie and Lily many times and Lily (my cock) was relaxed the lot (no panting! I highly recommend bubbles &amp; clips!) Bonnie has 45 years of grooming experience and has taught her grandson David grooming too. They're both excellent!- Flor D 5 years ago was an excellent !!! Friendly service!!! My dog
looks brand new!!! Thank you very much!!! Monkeys and !!! - Alex M Gallery message sent. We will be back to you soon. A professionally qualified cat and dog mobile grooming service that services the larger Hobart Huong Valley and channel area to take care of your dog and cat family We currently offer our services around Stonham, MA. Cambridge, Somerville, Arlington,
Medford, Lexington, Winchester, Stoneham, Malden, Everett, Chelsea, East Boston, Charlestown, Libya, Winthrop, Nahunt, Swan Scott, Marblehead, Lynn, Peabody, Saugas, Melrose, Wakefield, Linfield, Reading, North Reading, Woburn. This list is not closed, so if not listed above, feel free to contact us! We recognize that a 5-minute round trip in Houston can be 2 hours round
trip, so we're going to offer a time-saving pet service. All you need to do is walk outside and drop off the pet and pick up the pet when we are done. We invite you to look at our portfolio to see images before and after our work. Send us an email with your questions! Time.
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